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                                FRAM FIELD,  GLENDALE, AZ. 

 

Fram Field, an airport most local residents have never even heard of,  was in 

existence for many years, and was located very near to the current location of the 

“Mother Ship”, the Cardinals’  Stadium.  Located at 99th St. and Maryland, it first 

appeared in the 1930’s, and featured an east-west dirt strip 2200 feet long.  The 

original owner offer flight instruction until the start of World War II, when the 

airport was closed due to its location close to Luke Field.  After the war, the strip 

was reopened, and in 1962, it was taken over by Max Shears, who operated a 

crop dusting operation.  I recall visiting the strip in the early sixties, photographing 

the two New Standard D-25’s that he used for dusting and spraying.  These late 

twenties biplanes were first used for barnstorming, and they also had enough 

cargo capacity in the large four seat from cockpit to make them excellent for rum 

running,  an activity that was popular in the border states until President 

Roosevelt instigated the repeal of Prohibition in the early thirties.  Max also had a 

hangar full of antique airplanes, including a rare Timm Collegiate, and numerous 

OX-5 and OX-6 aircraft engines.  The Timm wound up at the new Glendale Airport 

after Fram was closed in 1982, and I photographed it there at a display in the 

early eighties. 

Fram was never a really popular airport due to its short length, and also because 

the runway was obstructed by a hangar which was at the extreme east end.  The 

strip actually was extended around the hangar, and I recall starting a takeoff near 

the end of the fence, by 99th Ave., steering the airplane around to the runway and 

making a slight turn to the right when taking off to the west.  When Glendale 

Airport was moved to its present location, Fram field was closed in 1983. Today, 

there are no traces of the airport visible from the air. 

 

 



 

                                   Aerial View of Fram Field,  circa 1949. 

     BAKER’S UNUSUAL AIRCRAFT COLUMN,   THE UC-90 

The Luscombe Airplane Company, originally founded by Don Luscombe in the 

early thirties, suffered a hostile takeover in about 1940, with an Austrian named 

Klotz taking control when Don tried to expand.  Therefore, when the U.S. became 

involved in World War II, the Luscombe firm was never issued contracts for 

complete airframes.  Luscombe did, however, produce components for major 

combat aircraft, and didn’t manufacture complete airplanes again until the end of 

the war. There were, however, two Luscombes acquired by the Army Air Forces 

during the early part of the war when the AAF scooped up many civilian type 

airplanes, including Wacos, Stinsons, Funks, Taylorcrafts, and various types of 

Pipers. 



In Panama, with the perceived Japanese threat to the Canal,  the Army bought up 

all of the civilian aircraft in the Canal Zone that  they could get their hands on. 

These included a Stinson SM-6000 (UC-91), a Hamilton H-47metalplane (UC-89), a 

Funk B75: (UC-92), and two Luscombe Model 8’s, designated UC-90 and UC-90A.  

The intention was to use these aircraft for communications and hack aircraft to 

keep contact with outlying fields, and also for pilots to retain their proficiency in 

basic flight maneuvers.  The first Luscombe, an 8A (Panama registration  RX-25, 

and formerly NC39048)  was powered by a Continental A65 engine, and was 

designated  UC-90 by the army. The second, a Lycoming powered model 8B 

(Panama registration RX-24, and formerly NC28911) became the UC-90A. 

These aircraft were used extensively during the war period, with one pilot logging 

over 400 hours in the type.  Another pilot,  Lt. (Later Lt.Col.) Ole Griffith, flew both 

aircraft, although his usual mount was a B-25 used in photo mapping of the area.  

Fortunately,  Griffith made some excellent photographs of the UC-90 with its 

Army serial number 42-79550, at Albrook Field, CZ, later in the war, and he was 

kind enough to loan them to me for my collection.  The story of these aircraft is 

recounted in several publications, notably the Journal of the American Aviation 

Historical Society, and the aircraft is also described in John Swick’s Luscombe’s 

Golden Age. 

Both of these Luscombes were sold to civilian owners in Panama after the war, 

and neither has survived.  However,  the Air Force Museum at Wright Patterson 

AFB in Dayton, Ohio, has a Luscombe 8A that they will eventually restore to the 

UC-90 configuration.  Both aircraft were silver overall with standard AAF star and 

bar insignia in four positions and a black tail number.  The name Junior was 

printed on the upper part of the cowling on the left side. 

Even though the Luscombe never really was a military airplane,  many were used 

in the Civilian Pilot Training Program,  My friend William T. Larkins learned to fly in 

a Luscombe in this program, and he recently asked my why when he was required 

to wear a  seat pack parachute  and was told to always  have his right hand on the 

throttle.  He thought it a strange requirement, but I guess that was the way it was.  



  

 



                             2018  BUCKEYE AIR FAIR 

The City of Buckeye is holding an Air Fair this Saturday, Feb. 3, at the Buckeye 

Municipal Airport.  Admission is free, and there are a lot of activities planned. 

There will be a number of aircraft on static display, and several warbirds will be 

flown.  The Commemorative Air Force will have a Stearman, AT-6, and Twin Beech 

available for rides, and there will be some aerobatic displays by several aircraft. 

If you can’t go to the club flyout on that date,  this is certainly the place to be.  I 

went last year and thoroughly enjoyed it. 

         GLENDALE AIRPORT RESURFACING PROJECT 

Jim Gum, in the airport manager’s office, informed me the other day that the 

airport resurfacing project was going along ahead of schedule, and we would soon  

have access to  the local aviation gas pumps again.   

                              

                               AVIATION HUMOR 

          WHY AIRPLANES ARE BETTER THAN WOMEN 

1. An airplane can be turned on by the flick of a switch. 

2. An airplane does not get mad if you ‘touch and go’. 

3. Airplanes come with manuals. 

4. Airplanes do not come with in-laws. 

5. Airplanes don’t whine unless something is really wrong. 

6. Airplanes don’t care how many other airplanes you have flown. 

7. Airplanes don’t care if you look at other airplanes. 

8. Airplanes don’t care if you buy airplane magazines. 

9. Airplanes don’t care if you rent another airplane. 

10.   It’s OK to use tiedowns on your airplane. 

More of these are available on line.  Use Google. 



                            2018 FLYOUT SCHEDULE 

Havasu City (KHII)  2/3 Hangar Brewery/Grill   928-846-4447 

Globe P13  2/17 Apache Gold Casino 928-475-7800 

Ryan KRYN  3/3 Richies  520-444-7467 

Marana KAVQ 3/17 Sky Rider Coffee Shop  520-682-2168 

Parker P20  3/31 Tx to Casino  928-669-2168 

Sedona KSEZ 4/14 Mesa Grill 928-282-2400 

                      PERSONAL INTERVIEW FORMS 

At the last breakfast meeting, I handed out forms to be filled out if you would like 

to have your story told in this publication.  I’ll have them there each Thursday.  

Give them to me, and we can talk a bit about your aviation background. Thanks.  

Brian Baker, Editor 


